Cat Remanufactured
On-Highway Flywheels
®

Don’t Let Your Service Bays Grind to a Halt

Part turnaround time–1st shift
Part turnaround time–Off shift
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Maximize Productivity and Lower Costs

The Cat Difference

• 4 hours quicker turnaround time
• 16-20 hours quicker turnaround time
• Higher service bay and technician
utilization
• Reduced parts runner and vehicle
usage
• Drastically reduced downtime,
especially on off-shift repairs
• Return to new factory-specified
surface finish
• Factory balanced
• Nationwide warranty coverage

Caterpillar. The difference counts.™

Cat® Reman Flywheels get your on-highway customers back on the
road faster, better and more economically than machine shop regrinds. For superior quality and fast turnaround time—at a fraction of
new price—keep Cat Reman Flywheels in your inventory. Be ready
when your customers’ medium- and heavy-duty trucks need engine or
clutch repairs.

The highly trained experts at your

• Superior quality—Cat Reman Flywheels are balanced to factory
specifications with factory surface finish. This means smoother engine
operation and better clutch break-in than with machine-shop-ground
flywheels. Cat Reman also inspects all ring gears and replaces when
necessary.

service solutions, when and where

• Fast turnaround—off-the-shelf availability means repairs are done
quickly and downtime is minimized. Get your customers’ vehicles out of
your service bays and back on the road fast.

Cat Dealer and authorized Cat
parts and service locations define
world-class product support by
offering you the right parts and
you need them.
We keep your on-highway engine
up and running to maximize your
investment.

Cat Remanufactured On-Highway Flywheels
Flywheel surface
finished to factory
specifications

Fully Warranted Products Deliver
Quality and Value
All bolt holes within
factory specifications

Strict remanufacturing and testing
processes help ensure Cat Reman
Flywheels deliver same-as-new quality,
performance and durability. To prove it,
Caterpillar backs Reman Flywheels with
a same-as-new parts warranty. Plus,
they’re priced at a fraction of new cost.

Ring gear inspected
and replaced when
required

Balanced to factory specifications, Reman Flywheels deliver
same-as-new performance and get vehicles back on the road fast.
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Please note: If your engine model or part number is not listed here, contact your local Cat Dealer to determine availability.

Exchange Process is Quick and Simple
The core acceptance inspection
process for exchanging a Cat Reman
Flywheel is fast and easy. Only a
visual inspection of the core is
required to check for:
• Acceptable part number
• Full, complete assembly
• Broken ring gear teeth (missing or
broken ring gears result in partial
core credit; consult Reman core
criteria for details)
• Damage due to fire or mishandling
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Fully Tested Products Perform Like New
Cat Reman Flywheels deliver like-new performance
because they’re remanufactured, not just rebuilt or
re-ground. Each flywheel is machined to new
specifications. All the latest design improvements
are incorporated. Then each flywheel is tested to
ensure it meets rigorous factory specifications for
reusability.
For more information, see us today or visit our Web site at
www.cat.com
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